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Introduction: ilassificatijn and fia~~inc of surficijl br,it; in the cer~tral eauatorial region of Har; usirig enhanced 
color ihages and Mars Consortium data (1. 21 identifisd the relatively dark but 'red' materials that cover Lunae Planum and sur- 
round the fleridiani material; of Sxia ialus as portions of a major suriicial deposit :?,at tit?r!ds from Lur~ae ?lar,um eajt ti' the 
low thermal inertia region of Arabia. Oxia Provitice 131 consists of the regions dominated by the characteri;ticall~ dark "red' 
Oxia materials. but it includes darker streaks and splotches of relatively 'blue' fleridiani materials and brighter 'red' deposits 
of dust belonging to Eos Province (the bright 'red\order between Oxia and regional fleridiani deposits to the south) and Xanthe 
Province (the moderately bright 'red' dust de~osits in western Chryse Planitia and its vicinity, including the VL-1 landing site). 
Two Oxia units were r?cognized: a darker unit present on Lunae Planum and east of Oxia Palus that has distinctive low thermal 
inertias. and a higher albedo unit in the Chrvse trough that has intermediate to high inertias. Oxia Province surrounds the 
extremely low thermal intrtia Arabia Province in the east part of the study area, and occurs as isolated patches within Arabia 
(often inciuding s~iotches of Meridiani materials within the Oxia oatches). Arabia Province's materials have beer1 widely inter- 
preted as unconsolidated dust deposits which are currently forming at this stage of Mars' crecessional climate cycle 15. 6!. 
though the oersistence of stable, moderately strong albedo contrasts atsong Arabia materials has not been addressed in those models 
171. This abstract oresents a systematic interpretation of Oxia and Arabia Province materials based on currently available remote 
sensing data. 

Oxia Rwince tlaterials: Oxia's homogeneous 'red" color indicates that it consists of oxidized materials without any 
less 'red'. less oxidized fleridiani mixed in to account for its distinctive low albedo. Shadowing caused by !Inusual surface 
roughness (8 )  cannot readily explain Oxia's low albedo, as ~hotometric data (9) indicates Oxia is not unusually roush, and Oxia's 
low albedos Dersist at low phase angles. One olausible explanation is the Presence of small amounts of a dark. s~ectrallv neutral 
fiaterial like mametite in Oxia materials. Another Possible ex~lanation (10) is that Oxia materials are more hematitic than the 
Hawaiian oslagonite-like higher albedo "red' dust materials of Eos and Xanthe. If Oxia, like the 'dark red' soil at the Viking 1 
site (111, can be shown to have lower green ratios than the brighter 'red' units (resulting from hematite's characteristic spec- 
tral shawl, their hy~othesis would be strongly S U D D O ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

ExceDt for sweriwosed deposits of higher albedo 'red' units. Oxia's remarkably uniform optical ~rmerties susgests it 
was deposited as a regional dust mantle. Its continuity, stability, ap~arent resistance to erosion. and generally low rock abun- 
dance (12) suggest Oxia is relatively thick (many centimeters to a few wters) and cohesive. The drifts of 'dark red' soil at the 
VL-1 site have these wocerties, sworting the hy~othesis that these are Oxia de~osits. 

The moderate to high thermal inertias of Light Oxia im~lv that its materials have a coarse grain size or are partially 
cemented. Only the latter is consistent with other observations. The only major Dhvsical difference betweer1 the two Oxia units. 
which differ primarily in thermal inertia, may be that Dark Oxia is less cemented than Sright Oxia. Each Oxia units' thermal 
inertias vary by a~woxiratel~ the exwcted amount with elevation 113). but after effects caused by high rock abundances at low 
elevations and atm0SDheric dust are removed, Oxia inertias !my decrease by less than the exwcted amount. This would be more con- 
sistent uith thermal wooerties ex~ected for cemented silt instead of Icnbonded sand. 

Moderately strong afternoon cooling ill) is observed for all Oxia surfaces. Surface roughness, atm0sDheric dust 
opacity, or other suggested causes cannot account for Oxia's observed non-ideal diurnal thermal behavior. Only ar~ increasing 
thermal inertia with de~th aDDears ca~able of explaining Oxia's afternoon cooling 1151. Models with rock-like high inertia mate- 
rial under a moderate inertia Oxia tm-layer are im~lausible, and kridiani does not have enough thermal inertia contrast with 
Oxia to be the substrate. The preferred model of Oxia's afternoon cooling has a substrate of partially cemented Oxia uith 
slightly higher inertia than the observed value. covered by a thermally thin, low inertia  to^ laver formed by mechanical disaggre- 
gation of the Oxia back into silt-sized or finer grains. Confirmtion of this hv~othesis using VL-1 site data will be difficult 
because of the site's obscuring deposit of Xanthe dust, the complex mix of units present at the site (111. and because VL-1 is 
near or on a sharp regional decrease in the strength of the afternoon cooling. 

k&ia Rovince Haterials: Arabia consists of two major units, Bright and Dark Arabia. 50th are bright and 'red'. but 
the dark unit has significantly lower visible albedos at low Dhase angles than proven "ed' dust units (161. However. Arabia 
units have higher IRTV broadband albedos Ia~~roximatelv near-IR reflectances) than the 'red' dust. indicating that Arabia and the 
"ed' dust materials MY have simificantl~ different cowositions. Higher visible albedos than other units seen at high phase 
angles 19) suggest that Arabia surfaces have unusually low macrosco~ic surface roughness. 

Arabia's albedo patterns were not obviously changed by two global dust storms I?). indicating that Arabia does not con- 
sist of a uniform recent dust deoosit and that widespread dust deoosition and erosion did not occur during and after the storms. 
Though a few bright, demsitional streaks are wesent. most albedo features in Arabia we not interwetable in tsrms of recognized 
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depositional or erosional wind streaks and related features 117:. Dust deposits on Meridiani surfaces are unaccerjtabl~ Door 
analogs of Arabia's albedo features. Dust de~osits on Oxia, though their mor~hologies ao not resemble ~rabia's lvnits. have some 
similarities: widespread de~osition is uncommon, T Y P ~  Ib bright dust deposits are much more stable khan in Meridiani Province, and 
dark Woe Id erosional features are not visible. Either !Infamiliar depositional or erosional mechanisms are re3~onsible for these 
features, or Arabia's albedo markings are not formed by simple, thin. bright dust de~osits on a darker substrat?. 

Arabia (and related materials in Tharsis and Elvsiuml have uniauelv low apparent thermal inertias and predawn tempera- 
tures. W e n t  inertias of about 3.0 may actually correspond to an inertia of 1.1 after removing the effects from higher inertia 
>rocks' and atlpospheric dust (131, implying particle sizes near 10 micrometers. Dark Arabia areas have higher  reda awn tempera- 
tures than Bright Arabia, but not higher therreal inertias. ~ossibly due to differences in their diurnal thermal behaviors. Arabia 
itWtia5 appear ewtiallv inde~endent of elevation. contrwy to the exwcted behavior of particles larger than 1-3 micrometers 
115). This might be explained if Arabia materials were about 1 micrometer in size. but were sufficiently bonded to raise their 
inertias to observed values. 'Rock' abundances (121 are small, and do not obviouslv correlate with albedo patterns. Predawn 
bri9htness-ternratwe differences, attributed to the Presence of a rocks covering a few percent of the surface, can Drobablv be 
better explained by a varving surface fraction of moderate inertia material with Dark Oxia-like inertias, but models needed to 
awntitativelv evaluate this hypothesis are not available. 

Arabia and Tharsis surfaces have large systematic departures from ideal diurnal behavior. most notably morning warming 
and strong afternoon cooling (lb). This cannot be explained by the wesence of rocks, atmospheric dust, high surface roughness. 
or non-lmbertian Photwtric behavior (131. The only reascftable explanation vet womsed is that thermal inertias of Arabia sur- 
faces increase shar~ly within less than 2 cm of the surface. Models with low inertia a~terial on a high inertia IOxia, Meridiani. 
or bedrock) substrate w e  iwlausible, t M  not entirely excluded. Models with very low inertia material on a low inertia sub- 
strate, m l m  to the weferred Oxia model, w e  preferable. A few millimeters of unce~nted, micrometer-sized material on a 
l w  inertia substrate can ~robablv explain observed non-ideal diurnal tewerature variations, but auantitative models needed to 
test this hmthesis are again m t  available. The overall inertia will be dominated by the substrate, which was ~rOD0Sed on inde- 
wndent grocrnds to consist of weakly cemented rsicrmeter-sized dust, so the too layer could simly be disaggregated substrate. 
Albedo and w e d m  tewerature patterns could reflect var~irg exposures or alnounts of disaggregation of the substrate. 

Cmmh of Oxia mi khia mterials: Arabia dnd Oxia-like deposits m e w  to be fundawntally related in @any ways, 
des~ite their great thervlal inertia differences. Both are 'red' but have lower visible albedos than demonstrably recent bright 
'red' dust dmsits. Both have hisher broadband albedos than MY of the dust dmsits, suggesting that the dust units and the 
Arabia and Oxia mits have significant swctral differences not vet detected in earthbased spectra. Both materials occur in close 
association within the north eawtorial region (vhich they dinatel and both become rmidly less abundant to the north and south 
of this band. Oxia materials shou a systemtic inertia decrease as they wroach Arabia/Tharsis Province edges. and they w a r  
to surrolMd all ArabialTharsis deposits except on the southern sides. Oxia occurs within Arabia, but neitiwr have been shown to 
occur as outliers outside of these two provinces, ~articularly uithin tleridiani Province. Neither areas currently tend to accumu- 
late d w t  deoosits, excwt for isolated areas of Eos and Xanthe dewsits in Oxia Province and isolated bright streaks in Arabia. 
Both b e  stable albedo wtterns, and both lack recognized dark erosional features. Both areas have large afternoon cooling val- 
ues, best intermted as indicating a strong thermal inertia increase uithin 2 skin depths of the surface. Both are most easily 
intemreted as old eolian dust deposits, origin all^ m to meters thick, cementcd to varying degrees, and currently being disaggre- 
gated at the wface to for@ thin louer inertia top layers. 

The siailarities betueen Oxia and Arsbia-like materials, despite the great range of their thermal inertias. indicate 
that these aterials r e  f~lndaaentallv similar in nature and origin. They form a distinct class of surficial materials uith phvs- 
ical properties clearly distinct from both the 'blue' Heridiani sands ard the various thin. mobile, 'red' dust deposits. 
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